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Abstract 
The large deviation principle is known to hold for the empirical measures (occupation times) 
of Polish space valued random variables and for the empirical means of Banach space valued 
random variables under Markov dependence or mixing conditions, and subject o the appropriate 
exponential tail conditions. It is proved here that these conditions uffice for the large deviation 
principle to carry over to the partial sums process corresponding to these objects. As demon- 
strated, this result yields the large deviations of the cost-sampled empirical distribution and is 
also relevant in studying the buildup of delays in queuing networks. 
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1. Introduction 
We shall say that a sequence of  Borel probability measures {#,} on a topological 
space X satisfies the ful l  Large Deviation Principle (LDP) with 900d rate function 
I ( . ) ,  i f  the level sets {x : I(x)~<a} are compact for all ct < c~, and for all GCX 
open, the lower bound 
lim inf 1 log #, (G)  ~> - inf l ( x ) ,  
n---*cx~ n xEO 
holds, while for all F C ~r closed, the upper bound 
lim sup 1 log #, (F )  ~< - inf l (x),  
n--*o~ n xEF 
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holds. (See Dembo and Zeitouni (1993) and Deuschel and Stroock (1989) for exposi- 
tions of the theory of large deviations, including this definition and a vast collection of 
related results and applications.) We say that a sequence of random variables atisfies 
the LDP when the sequence of measures induced by these variables atisfies the LDP. 
In addition, we denote by M(E), M+(E), and Mr(E) the sets of Borel measures on the 
topological space E which are signed, positive and positive having total mass t respec- 
tively. Unless explicitly stated otherwise, these spaces are equipped with the topology 
of weak convergence, while the interval [0, 1] is equipped with Lebesgue measure. 
The general Cram6r's theorem states that, given a sequence of i.i.d, random variables 
{Y/} i~ 1 taking values in a Polish space (~,fl) which is embedded in a topological 
vector space f ,  under appropriate tail conditions the sequence of partial sums 
1 ~X, . ,  
Sn = n 
i=1 
satisfies the LDP with a good rate function (see, for example, Dembo and Zeitouni 
(1993, Section 6.1), and the references therein). An important special case is Sanov's 
theorem which states that for i.i.d, random variables Yl . . . . .  Yn, the empirical measures 
1 " 
Ln = - Z 6y, E MI(2) ,  
n 
i - I  
satisfy the LDP when E is a Polish space (see, for example, Dembo and Zeitouni 
(1993, Section 6.2), and the references therein). Another important special case occurs 
when ~ is a separable Banach space (cf. Deuschel and Stroock (1989, Section 3.3), and 
the references therein). These LDPs have been extended and shown to hold when the 
sequence {Xi} (or {1I/}) constitutes a Markov chain (see De Acosta (1990), Dembo and 
Zeitouni (1993), Deuschel and Stroock (1989), Jain (1990) and the references therein 
for earlier works, most notably of Donsker and Varadhan). In addition, recent works 
(see, for example, Bryc (1992), Bryc and Dembo (1993), Chiyonobu and Kusuoka 
(1988)) consider the setting in which the sequence {X/} (or {Y/}) is a realization of 
a stationary process obeying some form of mixing condition. 
For the special case of [~d-valued i.i.d, random variables X/ and with the law of X 
having a finite moment generating function, Varadhan (1966) proved the LDP for the 
partial sums process 
[nt] 
Sn(t) = 1_ ZX i ,  t E [0, 1] . (1) 
n 
i=1 
Mogulskii (1976), building upon Borovkov (1967), extends this result to accommodate 
scalings other than 1/n, and using the Skorohod topology, accommodates al o moment 
generating functions which are finite only in a neighborhood of the origin. Still within 
the i.i.d, setting, partial large deviation results for the polygonalized version of Sn(') 
(see (8) below) are reported in Borovkov and Mogulskii (1980 Theorem 4.1) for 
Y" a locally convex topological vector space. The case of X, which are real valued 
functions of a regular finite state Markov chain is treated in Mogulskii (1974). For 
real valued, independent but not necessarily identically distributed Xi, Schuette (1994) 
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obtains the same LDP as Varadhan, but subject o more restrictive conditions on the 
corresponding moment generating functions. (Corollary 1 below 3 significantly relaxes 
these conditions.) 
In this paper we extend Varadhan's LDP for the partial sums process to cover the 
LDP for 
[nt] 
L,(t)= 1Zry , ,  tE [0 ,1 ] ,  (2) 
n 
i=1 
or for the Banach space valued partial sums process Sn(.), and to accommodate g neral 
Markov dependence and mixing conditions. We shall prove that the processes {Sn(-)} 
satisfy the LDP in the space D[[0, 1], (~,/~)] of all maps continuous from the right and 
having left limits, equipped with the (uniform) metric topology induced by 
d~(y(.),z(.)) = sup fl(y(t),z(t)). (3) 
tE[0,1] 
We shall consider throughout only LDPs in D[[0, 1], (Y/, fl)], but it is clear that all 
our results apply to the process S,(t), t E [0, T] in D[[0, T],(~,fl)] provided T < oc 
is fixed. 
We briefly contrast the partial sums process LDP with the "process level" LDP (cf. 
Dembo and Zeitouni (1993), Section 6.5.3). We recall that the latter is a refinement 
of the convergence in law of the ~ valued processes n-IET=~TiX, where X = 
(Xo,Xl .... ) and TiX = (X/,X/+I .... ). We note that the LDP for the partial sums process 
{S,(.)} (or for {L,(.)}) allows us to consider applications involving randomly selected 
segments of the sequence {X/), having a data dependent location and length (see, for 
example, Section 6). In this context, the dependence of {S,(.)} on the order of the 
samples Xi is in contrast with the independence of S,( 1 ). The "process level" LDP also 
preserves this time dependence, but is limited to functionals of X which are supported 
on a bounded set of/-values, and hence is not suitable for such applications. 
We shall examine to what extent he LDP of {S,(.)} is a consequence of the LDP 
holding for {S,(1 )}. In Section 2, we consider Xi which are random (Borel) probability 
measures on a Polish space (E,d), encompassing the context of the empirical measure 
LDP. We prove that the LDP for {S,(.)} follows as soon as it is established that 
for every fixed 0 < tl < .-. <tm <.1, m E ~, the sequence {Zn} with Zn = 
(S,(tl),S,(t2)- S,(q) ..... S,(t , , ) -  S,(t,,-1)) satisfies the LDP in the product space 
(M+(E)) m, with the appropriate good rate function (see Theorem 1 below). The same 
result holds in the context of separable Banach space valued X/ under appropriate 
exponential tail conditions (see Section 3, Theorem 2 and Proposition 1). 
In Section 4 we assume that the X,. are functionals of the states of a Markov chain 
which obey a uniform exponential tail condition (which includes the bounded and 
empirical measure cases). Under a tightness assumption about the Markov kernel, we 
prove that the required LDP for {Zn} is a direct consequence of the LDP for {S,(1)} 
holding uniformly over compact sets of initial distributions, and with a convex good 
3 Added in proof: By the martingale property of Sn(t)-  E[S.(t)], Corollary 1 is also a consequence of 
Puhalskii (1994, Theorem 2.3). 
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rate function that is independent of the initial distribution of the underlying Markov 
chain. 
In Section 5, we prove that the required LDP for {Z~} holds when {X,.} is a sta- 
tionary sequence of M I(E) valued random variables possessing the mixing condition 
(S) (see definition below), and when the X,. are Banach space valued, satisfy also the 
hypermixing condition (H-1) (see below), and are such that E(e 711xll ) < ~ for all 7 E ~. 
While not covering all situations for which the LDP for {S,(I)} (or {L~(1)}) is 
known to hold, the results of Sections 4 and 5 cover many of them. For example, in 
Bryc and Dembo (1993) it is shown that the mixing condition (S) holds under the ~9- 
mixing assumptions of Bryc (1992, Theorem 2) and when { Y/} satisfy the hypermixing 
condition (H-2) of Dembo and Zeitouni (1993, Section 6.4.2). Hence, by Deuschel 
and Stroock (1989, Theorems 5.5.12 and 5.5.17) every hypercontractive Markov chain 
satisfies (S). Other conditions, such as the @mixing assumptions of Bryc (1992) can 
also be accommodated in our general paradigm. In the Markov chain context, our results 
yield the LDP for {S~(.)} under the uniformity assumption (U) used in Deuschel and 
Stroock (1989, Section 4.1) when proving the LDP for {Sn(1)}. In the context of 
the LDP for the empirical measures partial sums process {L~(.)}, even the weaker 
assumptions used by de Acosta (1990) when proving the LDP for {L~(1)} suffice. 
Two motivating applications are presented in Section 6 (see Zajic (1993) for appli- 
cations to large exceedances and to slow mixing walks). First, the LDP is derived for 
the empirical measure obtained by a sequential collection of data under data dependent 
sampling cost. More precisely, suppose f : E ~ ~ is bounded, Lipschitz continuous 
and satisfies E( f (Y ) )  > 0. Let k* be the least positive integer such that the data de- 
pendent sampling cost ~-'~--'l f(Yi) exceeds the amount n, where Yi are  E-valued i.i.d./~ 
random variables. We prove that the cost-sampled empirical measure (1/k*)~=* 13~, 
satisfies the LDP in M1(E) with the good rate function ll(v) = H(vl~)/fE fdv  if 
f~ fdv  > 0 and Ii(v) = cx~ otherwise, where H(vl/~) is the relative entropy of v with 
respect o/~ (see Proposition 3 below). 
The LDP of {S~(.)} also allows us to answer how large delays build up in a single 
server queue in the presence of dependent customer interarrival times (see Proposition 
4 below). For applications of this LDP to other queueing problems ee Chang (1993) 
and De Veciana et al. (1993). 
2. Generalit ies - the empirical measure setting 
In the following two sections we state and prove the general underlying principle 
linking the LDP of {Zn} with that of {S,(.)}. Let 5~ be a locally convex, Hausdorff, 
real, topological vector space. Let ~ be a closed convex cone of Y" such that ~¢ 
equipped with the relative topology induced by 5f is a Polish space with the metric 
fl(., .). Henceforth we let f2 = ~g+ and {X/} be the coordinate maps on (f2,~a). Note 
that for each t>~s we have then that S,(t) - S,(s) E ~, and moreover, each S,(.) is a 
continuous (hence Bore1 measurable) map from I2 into D[[0, 1],(~,fl)]. However, we 
remark that Sn(.) cannot be expressed as a contraction mapping of the process level 
empirical measure. 
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The following assumption is in force throughout his section as well as Section 3. 
Assumption(A-l). Fix m E ~ and 0 = to < tl < ... < tm<~l, sett&9 Z, = 
(S~(q),S~(t2)- S,(tl) ..... Sn(tm)- Sn(tm-1)). Then, {Z,} satisfies the LOP in ~"  
with the good rate function 
Ira(z) = Z( t i  - ti-I )I zi 
i=1 ti --t i-1 ' (4) 
where z = (zl ..... Zm), and I(.) is' the convex good rate junction associated with the 
LDP of {S,(I)}. 
In this section, we consider X/which take values in the space of probability measures 
on some Polish space (E,d).  Therefore, JT = J/g(E) and we shall identify f * ,  its 
topological dual, with C6(E) via ( f ,#)  = f z fd#.  The closed convex cone ~.~/ = 
,J#+(E) becomes a Polish space when equipped with the metric topology induced by 
f l (# ,v )=sup{ f fd#- fz fdv  " f E Cb(~), 'lf'loc + llfliL <~ l}  , 
where 1If IlL -- SUpxgy If(x) - f(y)t/d(x, y) (a proof of this fact is presented in Lemma 
A.1 of the Appendix). 
Since I(f,X~)l ~< Ilfll~ < oc for every f E Cb(E), the convexity of I( .)  assumed 
in (A-I) implies in particular that 
sup {f fdv -A( f )} ,  (5) 
fEC~(E)  
I(v) ---- A*(v) -- 
where 
A( f )  = lim -1 logE 
t/----* ~ n 
(cf. Dembo and Zeitouni (1993, Theorem 4.5.10)). Observing that A( f )  = c for the 
constant function f (x )  = c, we see that the effective domain of I = A* is M I (E )  (i.e., 
A*(v) = oo for all v ~ Ml (E) ) .  We denote by ~'c~0 the maps v : [0, 1] ~ M+(E)  
that are absolutely continuous with respect o the variation norm II" Ilvar, are such that 
v(t) - v(s) E Mt-S(E)  for all t > s~>0 while v(0) = 0, and possess a weak derivative 
for almost every t, t E [0, 1]. Here, by weak derivative at a point t E [0, 1] we mean 
the convergence of (v(t + e) - v(t))/e in (M+(Z),/~) as e ~ 0, with the limit denoted 
f(t). 
Theorem 1. Assumin9 (A- l)  holds, the sequence of partial sums processes {Sn(')} 
satisfies the LDP in D[[0, 1], (M+(E),/~)] with the convex good rate function 
l~(v(.))  = A*(f)dt v E d~o,  
oo otherwise. 
(7) 
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Remark. (a) In particular, when X, = fir,, for Yi taking values in E, we recover 
{Ln(.)} - the partial sums process for the empirical measures, where explicit formulas 
for A* = I exist in many cases (e.g. see (27) for Markov dependent Y/). 
(b) The uniform (in t) topology on the space C[[0,1],M+(E)] of all continu- 
ous maps, is merely the compact-open topology on this space (see Bourbaki (1987), 
Theorem X.3.2), and hence does not depend on the particular choice of the metric /3. 
Therefore, examining the proofs of Theorem 1 and Lemma 1, we see that the LDP for 
{Sn(.)} holds for any metric/~ which is compatible with weak convergence on M+(E), 
and for which 
~(~+~v,~)=0.  lim sup 
e---*O vEM](Z) ,#cMt(~) ,  t<~ 1 
The process 
[nt] ( [n t ] )  
Sn(t) = _1 ZX i + t -  X[nt]+a, (8) 
n i=1 n 
is used in the proof of Theorem 1 (which is based on the approach taken in Dembo 
and Zeitouni (1993, Section 5.1)). Recall that the maps {Sn(')} and {S,(.)} from 
(fLMo, P) into D[[0, 1],(~,fl)] are called exponentially equivalent if for each 5 > 0, 
1 
lim sup - log P(d~(Sn, Sn) > 5) = -c~z 
tt ----~ OO n 
(this concept is borrowed from Dembo and Zeitouni (1993, Section 4.2), noting that 
{~o: d~(Sn(~o),Sn(og)) > 5} ¢ Mo for all 5 > 0). The following four lemmas are 
key to the proof of Theorem 1. 
Lemma 1. {Sn(.)} and {Sn(')} are exponentially equivalent in D[[0, 1],(M+(~2),fl)]. 
Proof. Let an(t) = t-[nt]/n >~0, and note that Sn(t)-Sn(t)  = an(t)X[,t]+l E Ma"(t)(E). 
Hence, /3(Sn(t),Sn(t)) = /3(an(t~[nt]+l,0) = an(t). Since suPtan(t)<~l/n, it follows 
that, with probability one, d~(Sn,Sn)<<, l/n, implying the exponential equivalence of 
{S,(.)} and {Sn(.)}. [] 
Recall that {#n} is said to be exponentially tight if there exist compact sets K~, 
E (0,co), such that 
1 
lim limsup - log#n(K~)=-c~. (9) 
~---* OO n ----* OO n 
In a Polish space, exponential tightness is equivalent to the existence of compact sets 
K,: for all e > 0, such that, for all n/> 1, 
m(K~) > 1 - en. (10) 
Lynch and Sethuraman (1987, Lemma 2.6) show that every sequence of measures 
which satisfies the full LDP in a Polish space (with a good rate function) is exponen- 
tially tight. 
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Let d ~ denote the space of all maps v : [0, 1] ~ M(E), for which v(0) = 0, equipped 
with the Hausdorff topology of pointwise (in t) weak convergence on M(E). Further- 
more, let C0[[0, 1],M+(E)] denote the subset of ~ consisting of all maps v : [0, 1] 
M+(E), for which v(0) = 0, and which are continuous in t with respect o the metric 
topology of (M+(E),fl). 
Lemma 2. {S,(.)} is exponentially tight in the Polish space (C0[[0, 1],M+(E)],d~). 
Proof. The proof of Lemma 1 shows that for each t E [0, 1] fixed, the sequences 
{S,(t)} and {Sn(t)} are exponentially equivalent. Therefore, by Assumption (A-l) and 
Dembo and Zeitouni (1993, Theorem 4.2.13), {Sn(t)} satisfies the LDP in the Polish 
space (M+(E), fl) with a good rate function, and is therefore xponentially tight. Note 
that for all n, and all t > s, 
~(~. ( t ) ,~ . (s ) )<<. ( t  - s ) .  
Consequently, {S,(.)} is exponentially tight in the Polish space (C0[[0, 1],M+(E)], d~ ) 
by Lemma A.2 (which is stated and proved in the Appendix). [] 
Lemma 3. The sequence {Sn(')} satisfies the LDP on ~ with the good rate function 
I~(v(.)) = sup ~ ( t i -  ti ,)A* \(v(ti)-- ti-. " (11) 
O=t°<h<t2<'"<tm<~l 'mEN i=1  
Proof. The exponential equivalence of {S~(.)} and {S,(.)} established in Lemma 
1, implies in particular that 2n = (Sn(tl),S,(t2) - Sn(h) . . . . .  Sn(tm) -- S,(tm-1)) and 
{Zn} are exponentially equivalent in o~m. Thus, by Assumption (A-I), {Zn} satis- 
fies the LDP in ~m with the good rate function Im of (4). Considering the vec- 
tor l~ = (S~(tl), S~(t2) . . . . .  S,(tm)) and applying the contraction principle (cf. Dembo 
and Zeitouni (1993, Theorem 4.2.1)) to the continuous one-to-one map (zl . . . . .  Zm) 
(ZI ,Z 1 +Z 2 . . . . .  z im=l 2i) on :~m, it follows that {17} satisfies the LDP in ,9~m with the 
good rate function 
fro(Y) = Z( t i - - t i - , )A*  Yi--  Yi-I 
i=1 t i - -  1 ' 
where y = (yl . . . . .  Ym), Y0 = 0 and A* is as in (5). 
Recall that a set J ,  equipped with a partial order ~<, is said to be a right-filtering 
set if, for any i, j E J, there exists k C J such that both i~k  and j~k .  The 
set 
oo 
J=U {(tl . . . . .  td) :0  < tl < t2 < "'" < td<~l}, 
d- - I  
may be made into a right-filtering set when equipped with the following partial 
order. For i , j  E J, i = (sl . . . . .  Slil)<~j = (h . . . . .  ttjl) iff for any :, s: = tq(:) for 
some q(:). To each element j C J we associate a Ijl-fold product of M(E) with it- 
self, denoted M(N) Jjl. For convenience, we denote an arbitrary element of M(E) [/[ by 
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(vt, . . . . .  vtlj t ). Then, for i<~j E J, define the projection Pii : M(E)IJl --+ M(E)[il so that 
Pij((Vt~ . . . . .  Vtlj I )) = (vs, . . . . .  Vsl, r), where st = tq(t) for all f. It is easy to check that the 
projective limit of {M(E)IJJ)jrj with respect o the projections Pij, can be identified 
with 8 (for a similar construction, see Dembo and Zeitouni (1993, Section 5.1)), and 
therefore the statement of the lemma follows by Dawson and G~irtner (1987, Theorem 
3.3). The expression (11) for Io~ is obtained by specializing the general formula 
l~(v( . ) )  = sup{I j(pj(v(.)))},  
jEJ 
to the canonical projections pj : g ---, M(E) Ijl, which are given by pj(v(.)) = 
(V(tl) . . . . .  v(td)) for j=( f i , t2  . . . . .  td). D 
Lemma 4. (a) I f  loo(v(.)) < oo then v E ~¢C~o. 
(b) For v E dCgo we may write 
/o 1 l~(v( . ) )  = A*(f(v)) dz. 
Proof. (a) Fix v(.) such that I~(v( . ) )  < c~. Since the effective domain of A* is 
M1(E), it follows from (11) that v(t) - v(s) E Mt-S(E) for all t > s. In particular, 
IIv(t)- v(s)llvar = ( t -  s) for all t > s implying that v(.) is absolutely continuous with 
respect o It" Ilvar. 
We now prove that v(.) possesses a weak derivative for almost every t, t E [0, 1]. 
We remark that the proof is modeled after that of De Acosta (1994, Theorem 3.1). 
For each n E ~, define the process 0n : [0, 1] ~ MI(E) by 
=2n Iv ( [2nt ]+ l  ) gn( t ) 
i 
For all n E ~J, 
j=l 
On the sample space [0, 1] equipped with the filtration 
and with Lebesgue measure, we now consider the real valued random variables A*(#n) 
(which have nothing to do with Sn(')). The sequence A*(gn) is a nonnegative sub- 
martingale (by the convexity of A*(.)), and moreover, supnE(A*(on)) < oo by (12). 
Hence, by Doob's theorem (e.g. Dudley (1989, Theorem 10.5.7)) b( t )= 1 + limsupn 
A*(gn) < oo, for almost every t, t E [0, 1]. Observing that 9n(t) E {# : A*(l~)<~b(t)} 
for all but finitely many values of n, we have that, since A*(.) is good, the set 
{On(t)}~l is precompact for those t such that b(t) < oo. Let {¢i}~=1 be a count- 
able class of bounded continuous functions which separate points in MI(E) (see Jacod 
and Shiryaev (1987, p. 311)). For each i, consider the martingale {((¢i,9n),~n)}, 
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and note that SuPnEi(~i, gn)[ <~ II~ill~ since On(t) E MI (E)  for all t. Thus, by Doob's 
theorem, the real valued sequences {(~i, gn(t))} converge for all i, for almost every t, 
t E [0, 1]. This and the fact that the set {g,(t)}n~ 1 is precompact for almost every t, 
t E [0, 1], allow us to modify the sequence of functions g,(.) on a set N C[0, 1] of zero 
Lebesgue measure, so that for all t E [0, 1] the modified sequence converges in MI(E).  
Denoting its limit by f(t), clearly f(.) is a measurable function. Fix 0~<j < k<~2". 
Obviously, for all 1 ~> n, 
v - v = gl(z)dr. 
J j,/ 2n 
Since g/(t) -+ ~(t) for almost every t, t E [0, 1], it follows by dominated convergence 
that, for any fixed f E Cb(E), 
f k/2n jjklZn 
lira ] ( f ,  g t (z ) )dz= ( f ,  f (z))dz.  
I oodj/2. /n 
Furthermore, it is readily verified that 
= /i, F ) 
where the latter integral is interpreted set-wise, i.e., for A E Ms, 
lkl 2" i#<l '2" 
¢'('r) d'r(A) ~ f( ' r ) (A)  d'r. 
dj/2 n d j /2  n 
As f E Cb(E) was arbitrary, we may conclude 
v - v = f (z )dz .  
J j/2, 
By the continuity of v(.) we may now write, for all t>~s>>.O, 
S' v(t) - v(s) = f(z)dz .  s 
Proceeding as in the proof of Diestel and Uhl (1977, Theorem II.2.9), let {~]i}i°~= 1 be 
a countable dense subset of (M+(E), fl). Fixing i, we note that the composition of the 
continuous function fl(., r/i) with the measurable function f(.) is measurable. Recalling 
the definition of fl, we have by the Lebesgue differentiation theorem that for almost 
every s, s E [0, 1], 
) r l imsupfl f ( z )dz ,  rli ~< limsup 1 f l ( f (z) , r l i )dr  = f l ( f (s) ,q i ) .  h~O ~ s h--+O h .,s 
Fixing s E [0, 1] such that the above holds for all if> 1, choose i so that fl(f,(s),qi)<~:/2. 
We then have 
) l r  
lim sup fl f(z) dr, f(s) ~< lim sup - fl(f(z), r/i)d'c Jr- fl(rli , v (s ) )  
h----~0 -' s h~0 h a s 
= 2/~(~(s), rti) ~< ~. 
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As e is arbitrary, it follows that f(s) is the weak derivative of v(s). 
(b) Fix v E ~¢c~0. Then f(t) E MI(~) exists for almost every t, t E [0, 1], and for 
all f E Cb(~), t > s, 
( f ,  v(t)  - v(s)) = ( f ,  f(z))dz. 
Since A*(.) is Borel measurable, A* (f(.)): N c ~ [0, o¢] is measurable for some N C [0, 1] 
of zero Lebesgue measure. Consequently, in this case, by (5), 
As (13) holds for all t > s, it follows that 
I~(v(.))~< A*(~(O)d~. 
To establish the opposite inequality, recall that I~(v(-)) < e~ implies that for almost 
every t, t E [0, 1], g~(t) ---, f ( t )  as n ~ ec. Hence, by (12), Fatou's lemma, and the 
lower semicontinuity of A*(.) on M1(2) ,  
l~(v( . ) )>~ liminf I 1 f01 A*(gn(Q)d'c ~> A*(f(z))dz. [] 
n "-* O~ , ]0  
Proof  of  Theorem 1. By Lemma 4 the good rate function I~(v ( . ) )  is as defined 
in (7) and in particular l~(v ( . ) )  = ~ for every v ~ C0[[0, 1],M+(~)]. Note that 
Sn(') takes values in C0[[0, 1],M+(Z)]. Moreover, by Lemma 3, {Sn(')} satisfies the 
full LDP in S with the good rate function /co, and consequently, {Sn(')} also sat- 
isfies the full LDP in C0[[0, 1],M+(~)] C ~ with respect o the topology of point- 
wise (in t) weak convergence induced by ~ (cf. Dembo and Zeitouni (1993, Lemma 
4.1.5)). With the LDP for {S~(.)} in C0[[0, 1],M+(E)] established with respect o the 
Hausdorff topology of pointwise convergence, and with {Sn(')} being exponentially 
tight with respect o the finer d~-metric topology on C0[[0, 1],M+(Z)] (by Lemma 2), 
we conclude by Ioffe (1991, Lemma 1.5) (see also Dembo and Zeitouni (1993, Corol- 
lary 4.2.6)), that {S~(.)} satisfies the LDP in the Polish space (C0[[0, 1],M+(E)],d~), 
with the same good rate function I~. It is easy to check that (C0[[0, 1],M+(E)],d~) is 
a closed subset of D[[0, 1], (M+(E), fl)], and therefore {S~(-)} satisfies the LDP also on 
the latter space with the rate function Io~ of (7) (cf. Dembo and Zeitouni (1993, Lemma 
4.1.5(a))). The exponential equivalence of {Sn(')} and {Sn(')} in D[[0, 1], (M+(E),fl)], 
established in Lemma 1, implies now that the same LDP holds for {Sn(')} (cf. Dembo 
and Zeitouni (1993, Theorem 4.2.13)). [] 
3. General i t ies - partial sums process for empir ical  means 
In this section we consider X/ which take values in a separable Banach space 5f 
with norm II • II. Therefore, (~,fl) = (Sf, I1 " II). In this setting we first prove the LDP 
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for {Sn(')} assuming in addition to (A- l )  that the following exponential tail condition 
holds. 
Assumption (A-2). For all nonnegative 7, R < 
gR(7) = sup --1 logE exp ~ < oc. , (14) 
k, mEN,kE[O, Rm] m 1 
and A = sup7 lim SUPR~o ~ R-IgR(7) < ~c. 
Remark. In general gR(') is nondecreasing m R. However, gR(') is independent of R 
when {X/} is a stationary sequence, in which case Assumption (A-2) becomes go()') 
< cx~ for every fixed 7 < exp. For example, for an i.i.d, sequence {Xi}, Assumption 
(A-2) holds as soon as [[X]I has a finite logarithmic moment generating function. The 
latter is exactly the standard condition for deriving the LDP of {Sn(l)} (cf. Deuschel 
and Stroock (1989, Section 3.3)). 
Observe that in particular Assumption (A-2) assures that for all 2 E ,Y,'* 
limsup-1 logE exp 2, L ~<go(ll2II~-.) < ~ . (15) 
n~cx~ n k , \  i=1 / /  J 
Therefore, with I(.) assumed in (A- l)  to be convex, it follows that 
l(x) -- A*(x) = sup {(2,x) - A(2)},  (16) 
2E2/'* 
where 
[ ,)] A(2)= lim -1 logE exp 2,X,. (17) 
n----~ cx~ n 
(cf. Dembo and Zeitouni (1993, Theorem 4.5.10)). Denote by s J~ ° the set of maps 
x :  [0, l] ~ ~r that are absolutely continuous with respect o the norm II II, satisfy 
x(0) = 0 and are Fr~chet differentiable for almost every t, t E [0, 1]. We denote the 
Fr~chet derivative of an element x E dU o at the point t E [0, 1] by 2(t). 
Theorem 2. Assuming (A-l)  and (A-2) hold, the sequence of partial sums processes 
{Sn(.)} satisfies the LDP in D[[0, 1] , ( f ,  [[. I[)] with the convex good rate function 
{/o' Ion(x(.)) = A*(A)dt x E dU o 
go otherwise. 
(18) 
We shall adapt the proof of Theorem 1 to the context of Y" = ~J a separable Banach 
space, recalling that D[[0, 1],(Y', [[. ][)] is equipped with the metric topology induced 
by 
do~(y(.),z(.)) = sup Iiy(t) - z(t)[I. 
tE[0,U 
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We define g as the space of all maps x : [0, 1] --+ X, for which x(0) = 0, equipped 
with the Hausdorff topology of pointwise (in t) convergence in the norm [1' II, and 
C0[[0, 1],~ r] as the subset of g consisting of all maps x : [0, 1] ~ A r, for which 
x(0) = 0, and which are continuous in t with respect o (.~', II • I[). We next state and 
prove the analogs of Lemmas 1-4. 
Lemma 5. {&(.)} and {.~.(.)} are exponentially equivalent in D[[0, 1],(~ r, I1" [[)]- 
Proof. Observing that d~(,¢.,Sn) = maxl.<k~<. I[Xkll/n, it follows that for all 6>0 and 
every ? > 0, 
P(d~(S . ,S . )  > 6) <~n max e( l l x ,  II > 6n)<<.ne -y& max E[e ~llxk+'ll] 
l<~k<~n O<~k<<.n 
ne - ~an+o.(~,') . 
In view of (A-2), the exponential equivalence of {S,(.)} and {S,(.)} is obtained 
by considering first the normalized logarithmic limit as n ~ c~ and then letting 
? ---~ ~.  [] 
Lemma 6. {an(')} is exponentially tight in the Polish space (C0[[0, 1],X],do~). 
Proof. Let W.(6) = suPlt_sl<a IIS.(t)- S.(s)l[. Fix p > 0. In view of Assumption 
(A-2) set 7 > (A + 1)/p and g = 6(?) > 0 such that supR>~l/aR-19R(?)<~A + 1. Note 
that for all n, 
w,(a)<~6 max IIXkll • 
l~k<~n 
Consequently, by Chebycheff's inequality 
P(Wn(f)>~p) <~n max P(llXkll~p/a) 
l<~k<<.n 
<<. ne -rp/a max E(e 7fl&ll) <~ ne -rp/~+O"(y) . 
l<~k~n 
In particular, for all n <~ 1/6, by the monotonicity in R of OR(7) and our choice of 6 
. . . . . .  nl logP(Wn(a)>~p)<.nl logn -~(?p 691/a(?))<~1 (TP (A + 1)). 
Note that for n i> 1/~ 
Wn(6) ~<2d~(Sn, Sn) + 
k+m 
sup [ISn(t)-Sn(s)l[<~ 3 max 11 Z X~[]. 
]t_sl<a n kE[O,n],m<~[n6] i=k+l 
Thus, by Chebycheff's inequality 
k+m I P(Wn(a)>~3p) <<.n z max e II ~ X~II>~P n 
kE [0, n], m ~ In6] i=k+ 1 
<<_ nZe -nrp max E[eell Z,%%,X~ll ].
kE [0, n], m <~ [n6] 
(19)  
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Hence, by (14) and our choice of 6 
1 logP(W,(6)>13p)<. .21ogn_Tp+ sup R-19R(7)<<.2-Tp+(A+ 1). (20) 
n n R>~ 1/3 
Combining (19) and (20) we obtain the bound 
lim sup 1 logP(Wn(6)>f 3p)<..A + 3 - 7P • 
f i40  n n 
As 7 may be taken arbitrarily large, the exponential tightness of {Sn(')} follows by an 
application of Lemma A.2. [] 
Lemma 7. The sequence {Sn(.)} satisfies the LDP on ~ with the 9ood rate function 
° 
I~(x( . ) )  = sup ~_~ (ti - ti-1)A* 
\ ti-1 J 
D 
O=t°<fi<t2<'"<t'n<~l'mEN i= l  
Proof. The proof may be carried out as was the proof of Lemma 3 with the excep- 
tion that Lemma 5 and (16), rather than Lemma 1 and (5), respectively, are to be 
used. [~ 
Lemma 8. (a) I f  l~(x( . ) )  < cx~ then x E sgcg °. 
(b) For x E slc~ ° we may write 
l~(x( . ) )  = A*(£c(z))dz. 
Proof. (a)Relying on (15), we have that A(2)~90(11211~r. ) for all 2 E Y'*. Hence, for 
all t > s and every p > 0, 
>~ sup (2,x(t) - x(s)) - (t - s) sup A(2) 
;,E.~;*:II211 ,* =P ;,e~* :11 ;-t1.~-* =P 
>>- P l l x ( t )  - -  x(s ) l  I - -  ( t  - -  S )Oo(p) .  (21)  
Fix x :  [0, 1] ~ ~ such that l~(x( . ) )  < cx~ and suppose that x(.) is not absolutely 
continuous with respect to the norm of ~r. Then there exists 6 > 0 and a sequence 
{t~ ~< . . .  ~<t~k,},~ l such that lim,__,~ ~"=l ( t~t -  t~t_l)= 0, while for all n~>0, 
k. 
I I x ( t ; t )  - x(t;,_,)tl/> 6. 
/=1 
It thus follows from (21) that for all p > 0, 
I~(x(.))>>. l imsup p IIx(t~l) -x ( t~_~) l l  - Oo(P)~--~(t~t - t~t-1) />06. 
n--*cx~ /=1 
Letting p ---, cxD, we arrive at a contradiction with our assumption that I~(v( . ) )  < cx~. 
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Since x(.) is absolutely continuous with respect o [[ • [I it is thus of bounded [I " I[- 
variation. In particular, consider 
2n -x  , n ----- 1,2 . . . . .  
observing that 
Ilgz(v)lld'c = sup ~ {'J ÷ 1 "~ 
t so t ~:0 \ -57 - - ] -x  <c<~.  
Hence, for any constant K > O, f :  1]lg,(~)l[>KdV<~c/K for all l, implying by the ab- 
solute continuity of x(.), that the sequence {llgt(')[[} is uniformly integrable. To see 
that x(.) is Fr6chet differentiable for almost every t, t E [0, 1], proceeding as in the 
proof of Lemma 4, with {~i}~a denoting a countable dense subset of the unit ball 
of W* equipped with the weak* topology, it follows that for almost every t, t E 
[0, 1], the sequence {gl(t)} converges in (Y', [[. [[) to some (measurable) limit which 
we denote by ~(t). Since Jlot(t)l[ ~ II~(t)ll for almost every t, t E [0, 1], it thus 
follows by Fatou's lemma that f0 t II~(r)lrd~ < ~,  and ~(.) is Bochner integrable 
(c.f. Diestel and Uhl (1977, Theorem II.2.2)). Moreover, for any constant K > 0, 
]lgl -~l] lllg,-gll >2K <2llgz[I llla, II >K + 211~11111~11 >K, resulting with {]lgt -~Jl} being uni- 
formly integrable. Consequently, by the definition of the Bochner integral, for 0 ~<j < 
k <.2", 
~(z)dz = lim l gl(Z) dr = x - x . 
Sj/2" l ~o Jj/2. 
Recall that the Bochner integral h(u) = f0uo~(r)dz: [0, 1] --+ Y" is continuous (c.f. Di- 
estel and Uhl (1977, Theorem II.2.4, (i))), so by the continuity of x, we have for all 
0~<s < t~ 1, 
s t/(z)dz = x(t) - x(s).  
Hence, by Diestel and Uhl (1977, Theorem II.2.9), it follows that for almost every t, 
tE  [0, 1], 
lim II(x(t + h) - x(t))/h - 2(t)[] = 0. 
h~0 
(b) Observing that A*(.) is lower semicontinuous on 5f, the proof of part (b) of 
Lemma 4 is readily adapted to the current setting. [] 
Proof of Theorem 2. Having established the analogs of Lemmas 1-4, the proof is a 
simple adaptation of that of Theorem 1. [] 
The following corollary of Theorem 2 significantly improves upon the LDP of 
Schuette (1994, Theorems 1.1 and 1.2) by removing assumptions (1.5)-(1.7) and 
(1.14) of Schuette (1994). 
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Corollary 1. Let [. I denote the Euclidean norm on ~d. Suppose Xi are independent 
~d-valued random variables and Ak(2) = logE[e (;'xk)] are such that for all 2 E ~d 
the limit 
A(2) = lim 1 ~ Ai(~.) 
m ----+ oo m 
i=l 
(22) 
Proof. Taking Y = ~ = (R d equipped with the norm l" I, by Theorem 2 it suffices to 
show that Assumptions (A-I) and (A-2) hold. Fix m E l~ and 0=t0  < tl < .-. < 
t,, ~ 1, setting 
)] _1 logE exp n (Ai, Sn(t i )  - Sn( t i _ l ) )  . /In(,~l . . . . .  2rn) = n i=l 
By (22) and the independence of Xk, 




= ~-~(ti - ti- l )A(2i). 
i=1 
Clearly, our assumptions imply that/](.) is finite and differentiable throughout ~dm. Let 
A*(x) = sup:,E~d(2,X ) --A(2). By the G/irtner-Ellis theorem (cf. Dembo and Zeitouni 
(1993, Theorem 2.3.6)), the sequence {(Sn(h ) . . . . .  Sn(t")-Sn(tm-1 ))} satisfies the LDP 
in [~dm with the convex good rate function 
Zi 
lm(zl . . . . .  Zm)= sup Z{(2 i , z i ) - ( t i  - ti_l)A(2i)}-----Z(ti - ti-l)A* - ti 
J'iE~d i=1 i=1 ti 
We have thus verified that Assumption (A-l) holds. 
Turning to prove that (A-2) holds, fix 7 < c~ and let uj, j = 1 . . . . .  d denote the 
unit coordinate vectors of ~d. For all z E ~a 
d 
eTIZl ~< Z Z e:X/~(uJ'z)' 
j=l s~{-1,1} 
implying by the independence of X,., that for all k, m E ~1 
'°g Iex'( ii  )1 ,og 2., k+m max ~ Ai (sv /d?u j ) .  
l<~j<~d, sE{--I,I} i=k+l 
exists, and A(.) is finite and differentiable. Then, {Sn(.)} ({S,(.)}) satisfies the LDP 
in O[[0, 1],(~d,I • I)] (C0[[0,1],([2a, I " [)] equipped with the sup norm topoloyy, re- 
spectively), with the convex good rate function of (18). 
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Thus, for OR(7) as in (14), 
k+m 
gR(7)~< log(2d) + max sup 1 Z Ai(sx/-dyuj) - -  . 
l<~j<~d, sE{-I , l} mCN,kE[O, Rm] m i=k+l 
Let b,(j,s) = n -1 ~i'=l A i (sv~Tu/) -  A(sx/'dTuj) and K = max/,sA(sv~Tuj) < oc. 
By our assumptions C = maxj, ssup, Ib,(j,s)l < oc. Moreover, for every 5 > 0 there 
exists no(b) < cc such that maxj, ssupn>no(6)Ib,(j,s)l <~6. Therefore, 
9R(7)< log(2d) + max IA(svfd?uj) + sup ~bk+m(j,s) 
/,s [ mE~,kE[O, Rm] l, 
' }} + - (bk+mU, s) -- bkU, S)) 
m 
~< log(2d) + K + C + 2R~ + 2Cn0(6). 
Dividing by R and considering R ~ oc followed by ~ ~ 0 we conclude that R-10e(7) 
--~ 0. With 7 arbitrary, we see that Assumption (A-2) holds. [] 
Requiring a tail condition which is somewhat stronger than Assumption (A-2), the 
next proposition shows that then the conclusions of Theorem 2 apply as soon as As- 
sumption (A-I) holds for the sequence {rxi} (see Theorem 5 below for a typical 
application). 
Proposition 1. For (Y', JJ. [[) a separable Banach space, suppose that the partial sums 
of {rxi} satisfy Assumption (A-l). I f  for some lower semicontinuous f : [0,oo) --+ 
[0, oo] such that l imr~ f ( r ) / r  = cc we have 
K -- sup -1 logE exp < oo , (23) 
nEN n 
then the partial sums of {X,.} satisfy Assumptions (A-l) and (A-2). 
Proof. In order to avoid possible confusion arising from the use of the notation A* 
and In in both this section and Section 2, we shall denote A* by /]* and In by Im 
when in the measure valued setting, reserving A* and In for use in the Banach valued 
setting. To verify that the partial sums of {X/} satisfy Assumption (A-l) fix a partition 
0 = to < tl ... < tj<~ 1 and set Z, = (Ln(tl) .. . . .  Ln(tj)-Ln(tj-i)). Consider the closed 
sets 
l "  
FL = {v E M+(~f) • v(~Y)<, 1, ~ f(l[xll)v(dx)~L}, 
and FL = (FL)JcM+(Y') j. For v E M+( f )  such that fllxllv(dx) < oc (and in 
particular, for v c FL), the Bochner integral re(v) = fxv(dx) is well defined. In fact, 
for v,g E FL and every r > 0, we have by Dembo and Zeitouni (1993, Exercise 6.2.21, 
(c)) 
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Jim(v) - m(~)N ~<2L sup(b/f (b)) + (2r + 3)fl(v, 9). 
b>~r 
Therefore, rh(v) = (m(vl) . . . . .  m(vj)) is a well defined, continuous linear mapping from 
FL to &rJ. Letting F~ = UL>~oFL, it follows that rh : F~ ~ 5fJ is measurable. By 
(23) and Chebycheff's inequality 
P(Z. • EL) = P [ max Y[  f(llXkll)>_.nL <<.e  f(llXkll)>~nL 
I I~ i~/  
\ " k=[nti-i]+l k=l 
In particular, P(2,  e F~)  = 1, for n~> 1. By assumption, {Zn} satisfies the LDP in 
M+(~') j with convex good rate function lj(v). Using Deuschel and Stroock (1989, 
Exercise 2.1.20(i)), Zn - (S~(q) . . . . .  S~(t ; ) -  S~(tj_l)) = rfi(2~) satisfies the LDP in 
(x ,  I1' II)J with the good rate function 
lj(x) = inf{i j(v) : x = rh(v), v E F~} . (24) 
Since th(.) is linear, it follows that lj(.) is convex. In particular, considering j = 1 and 
ti = 1 we obtain that 
l(x) = inf{~]*(v) : x = re(v), [ f(llxll)v(~) <~}, (25) 
J.t,~ 
is a convex good rate function. Since [j(v) ; t -- ~i=l(  i - t i - I  )71*(vi/(ti - ti-1 )) and m(-) 
is linear, it follows by (24) and (25) that/;(x) = Y'~J:l(ti- ti-1 ) I (x i / ( t i -  ti-i )). 
Turning now to show that (23) results with (A-2) holding, set f* (?)  < cx~ such 
that f(r)>~?r - f*(7) for all r 6 [0,c~). Note that for every 7 and all k,m E ~, 
k+m k+m k+m 
i=1 i=k+l  
Consequently (see (14) and (23)), 
1 
9R(?) <~ f*(?)  + sup -- logE 
mC~,kc[O, Rm] m 
and (A-2) is satisfied since sup? lim supR~ 
[k+m ~] exp//~ l': f(llX/ll)) f ' ( ' ; )+ (R +I)K, 
R-lgg(?)<~K < ec. [] 
4. Markov  cha ins  
In this section we adopt the setup of Deuschel and Stroock (1989, Section 4.1), 
assuming that {(Yn,Xn)}~=o are the coordinate functions of a Markov chain on f2 = 
~7Z+ 
E , with ~ the product of a Polish space E and the space Y" which is either a 
separable Banach space with norm I1" IJ or MI(~).  Hereafter, (~,d)  denotes (~r, IJ' Jl) 
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in the former case and (M+(Z),fl) in the latter. We denote by ~(.,.) the transi- 
tion kernel of this Markov chain and let PR(.) denote the unique probability mea- 
sure induced on 1"2 by this kernel with (Yo,Xo) distributed following the law p E 
Ml(~). For the proof of Theorem 3 we shall make use of the following uniformity 
assumptions. 
Assumption (M-l). The sequence {S~(1)}~l satisfies the LDP in 3f uniformly with 
respect o p on compact sets and with a convex good rate function I(.), i.e., 
- inf I(x) <~ liminf inf 1 logPp({Sn(1) E F}) 
xEF o n---*~x~ pEJ¢ n 
1 
~< limsup sup -logPp({S~(1) E F})~< - inf_I(x), 
n--+~ pEd.[ I'1 xEF 
for any Borel set FC35 and any compact set ~/CMI (~) .  In addition, either for 
some [>~1 the collection of probability measures {x~(a,.)}a~ is tight, or the pre- 
ceding uniform LDP holds for J/g =- MI(E). 
Assumption (M-2). In the setup of(ST, II' II) a separable Banach space, for all 7 < cx~ 
f 
g(7) = suplog/exp(711xll)zr(~r,~ × dx) < ~.  
aE~ J~ 
(26) 
Remark. With the rate function I(.) independent of p, and with (M-2) in place, it 
follows by Varadhan's lemma (c.f. Dembo and Zeitouni (1993, Theorem 4.3.1)) that 
A(2) in (17) is also independent of p. 
In the sequel we verify that under Assumptions (M-I) and (M-2), both Theorems 1 
and 2 apply, resulting with the following theorem. 
Theorem 3. Suppose Assumption (M-l)  holds. 
(a) I f  3[" = MI(~) then for each p E M1(~), the sequence {Sn(-)} satisfies the 
LDP in D[[0, 1],(M+(E),/~)] with the convex good rate function I~ of (7) (where 
A*(v) = I(v) is the rate function of (M-l)) .  
(b) When (Y(, II II) is a separable Banach space and (M-2) holds, then for each 
p c MI(E), the sequence of partial sums processes {S~(.)} satisfies the LDP on 
D[[0, 1],(:~, I1"11)], with the convex good rate function I~(x(.)) of(18) (where A*(.) = 
I(.) is the rate function of (M-l)). 
Remark. (a) Suppose that X/ = 6r,, for Y/ taking values in E, i.e., the case of the 
empirical measure partial sums process {Ln(-)}. In this case we may and shall iden- 
tify E with E. By De Acosta (1990, Corollary 1, Theorems 3 and 6), we have that 
Assumption (M-l) holds, for example, when n is an irreducible Feller kernel, such 
that for some d~>l the collection {n¢(a,-)},ez is tight, for some m~>l and every 
Borel set F the map tr ~-~ rim(a, F) is lower semicontinuous on E, and there exists an 
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irreducibility measure q~ such that ~b(F) = 0 implies that for all a C E, nk(a,F)  = 0 
for some k = k(a)>~ 1. The rate function is then 
, ,v> sup } 
uECh(~),u~>l ~ dv . (27) 
By De Acosta (1990, Theorems 8 and 10) the above-stated conditions result with (M- 
1) holding for the empirical measures associated with the chain {(Yi . . . . .  Yi+r-J)}i~0 on 
Er, r~>2 fixed. In this case, with v~_x denoting the marginal of v E M1(E ~) on the first 
( r -  1) coordinates, a~_l denoting the last coordinate of v~_l, and H(vl~) the relative 
entropy of v with respect o #, the rate function l (v)  equals H(vlvr_ l ( . )n(ar_ j , . ) )  
if vr_l equals the marginal of v on the last (r - 1) coordinates and I(v) = 
otherwise. Consequently, Theorem 3 applies to the sequence {1/n~l"= t] 6(r,.....v . . . .  )} 
in D[[0, 1],(M+(~r),fl)], for all r E ~. 
(b) Using Dembo and Zeitouni (1993, inequality (5.1.16)) and the Markov structure 
it is easy to check that (M-2) implies that (23) holds with f ( r )  = 0.5 sup:,~{yr-0(7) } 
such that f ( r ) / r  ~ oo. By Proposition 1 and Theorem 2, we see that when E = .~" is 
a separable Banach space and in addition to the conditions of De Acosta (1990) stated 
above, sup~ f~ exp(~llxll)n(~, dx) < oc, then the LDP holds also for the partial sums 
process of (the empirical means of) {Yi}. 
(c) (M-2) is part of the strong uniformity condition (U) of Deuschel and Stroock 
(1989). Assuming (U), it is shown in Deuschel and Stroock (1989, Theorem 4.1.14) 
that {S,(1)} satisfies the LDP on f with a convex good rate function which is in- 
dependent of the initial distribution p, and this holds uniformly with respect o p E 
MI(E). Consequently, when (U) is in force, both (M-I) and (M-2) hold and Theorem 
3 applies. 
The following lemma is used in the proof of Theorem 3. 
I ~-'~[nt]-[ns] St.. Assuming (M-l) and Lemma 9. For l >>,t > s>~O fixed, let W,(t,s) = ~ z.~i=l 
(M-2)  hold, the sequence {W,(t ,s)} satisfies the LDP in Y¢ with the convex good 
rate function 
,, 
This LDP  holds uniformly with respect to p E ,fig whenever the LDP of  {S,,,(1 )} 
holds uniformly in p E J/C, where ~'CMI (E) .  
Proof. Let 
~Vn(t,s) _ (t - s)n Wn(t,s), 
[nt] - [ns] 
and observe that (t -s )n/ ( [nt]  - [ns]) ~ 1 as n ~ co. Thus, applying the contraction 
principle for x ~ ( t - s )x ,  the LDP for {Sn(1 )} implies the LDP holding for {l~n(t,s)}, 
uniformly in p C ~/, with the stated convex good rate function. If Y" = MI(E), then 
for every n 6 [~, 
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/3(/~.(t,s), Wn(t,s))<<. 1/n 
almost surely Pp, for all p. Similarly, for Y" a Banach space 
I l t~.(t ,s)-  w~(t,s)H 
~< 
Int - ns - [nt] + [ns][ [nt]-[ns] 
i=1 
1 IIX ll, 
([nt] - [nsl)n i=l 
IIX ll 




sup PA l lW. ( t , s )  - W. ( t , s ) l l  > O) O(l) - ([nt] - [ns ] )6  . 
peM' (~)  
Consequently, in both cases {W.(t,s)} and {Wn(t,s)) are exponentially equivalent in 
~, uniformly in p, implying that a uniform LDP holds for {W.(t,s)} as soon as it 
holds for {ff'.(t,s)}. [] 
Proof  o f  Theorem 3. Comparing (14) and (26) we see that supngn(.)~<~(. ) for any 
p E MI(E). Hence, (26) implies that the tail condition (A-2) holds (uniformly) for 
all p E MI(~), and by Theorems 1 and 2 it suffices to show that (A-I) holds for 
any fixed p E M1(~). We shall do this for m = 2, the general case then being clear. 
To this end, fix p EM1(~)  and 0 = to < tl < tz<~l, and let Z. -- (Z,I,Z 2) with 
ZJn -= Sn(tj) -- Sn(tj- l), j = 1,2. 
Observe that Z~ = W.(q,to), while Z~ conditioned on the state of the chain at [ntl] 
being a, obeys the same law as W.(tz, q ) for initial state ~. Consequently, for any 
Borel set A E ~2 of the form A = AI × A2, we may write 
e (z. c 21z. CA1) 
= Pq.(Wn(t2, tl ) E Az)Pp(Wn(tl,to) C At)  (28) 
for some q. E Ml(~),  which depends on p, A1 and possibly on n as well. 
We assume for the time being that the LDP for {S.(1)} (and hence for {W.(t ,s)})  
holds uniformly in p C M1(E). For the large deviations lower bound, without loss of 
generality, consider an open set of the form G = G1 x (]2. Now, by (28) and Lemma 
9 we get 
liminf 1 log Pp(Zn E G) >~ l iminf 1 log Pp(Wn(q,to) E G1) 
n ~  n n - - ,oo  n 
+l iminf  _1 log Pq.(Wn(t2, tl) E G2) 
n---~ oo n 
2 
~> - in f  ~-~(ti - t i -  1 ) I  ( zi 
zj Etil,z2EG2 ~ ti -- t i -  
i=1 
= - in f  I2 (z ) ,  
zEG 
,) 
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where the last inequality follows because the LDP lower bound holds for {Pq,( Wn(t2, tl ) 
¢ G:)} by the assumed global uniformity with respect o the initial distribution. 
Proceeding to prove the upper bound, fix F closed, 6 > 0 and ~ < infzeF612(z), 
where F 6 = {y C ~2 "d2(F ,y )<~},  and dz((x l ,x2) , (y l ,y2))  = d(X l ,Y l )+d(xz ,  y2). 
Note that since I(.) is a good rate function, so is 12(.). Hence, we have a finite covering 
{Fi}N=I of the compact set ~ = {z " I2(z)~<x}, with F i of the product form F i := 
B(x~,6/2) x B(x~,6/2), where B(x,r) = {y C o~ " d(x ,y)  < r}, and (xl,x2)i i E ~ for 
all i. In particular, F = uN=~ U C{y 'dz (T t ,  y) < 6}, implying that I 'CF  C. Observe 
that F C can be represented as the union of 2 N closed sets U each of a product form 
F i = F{ x F~. Hence, we may write, by (28) and Lemma 9, 
l imsup-  logPp(Z~EF)  <~ l imsup-  logPp Z~ E F j 
~< max / l imsup 1 log Pp(W.(q,to) ¢ F{) 
1 ~<j~2 N t n---*oo n 
+ lim sup -1 log Pqj..(Wn(tz, tl) E F~)~ 
J 
~< - min inf Z( t i  - ti_ 1 )1 zi 
l~<j~<2 u [(z~,z2)¢FJ i=1 ti - --t i -1 
= - inf 12(z). 
zEF c 
Noting that F c is a closed set on which the good rate function Iz(.) is strictly larger 
than ~, we deduce that inf~er c Iz(z) > ~. Letting ~/7  infzeF~ I2(z), we conclude that 
limsup 1 log Pp(Z~ C F)<<.- inf I2(z), (29) 
n~oo I'l zEF ~ 
and, with 6 arbitrary and/2(.) a good rate function, we may apply Dembo and Zeitouni 
(1993, Lemma 4.1.6) to deduce that the infimum in (29) may be taken over F and 
the inequality maintained. 
We turn now to deal with the case where the LDP for {Sn(1)} (and hence for 
{W,(t ,s)})  is assumed uniform in p only on compacts. Fixing p E M1(E) we let 
[nt2]+[ 
~2__ 1 Z X/. 
Z. -  n 
i=[ntl ]+ 1 +[  
1 ~2 Proceeding as in the proof of Lemma 9, it is readily verified that {Z,} and {(Z,',Z,)} 
are exponentially equivalent in ~2, uniformly in p, and hence the LDP for {Z, } follows 
1 ~2 as soon as we prove the LDP for {(Z,~,Z,)}. Fixing Borel sets At,A2 C ~, let 
= f£ q"(da)r~d(a' .) ,  0.(.) 
and note that following (28) we have 
Pp(Z~ ¢ A1,,~2, c ,42) = Pa,,(Wn(tz, fi) ¢ A2)Po(Wn(tl,to) E AI) . 
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The assumed tightness of {zr~(a, ")}.c£ implies that the sequence {~} is tight, hence 
precompact. Consequently, the LDP lower bound holds for the sequence {Pq.(W.(t2, tl ) 
E G2)} and the upper bound holds for {Pqj~ ( Wn(t2, tl ) E F~ )}. Examining the preceding 
1 ~2 proof we see that this is all that we need for establishing the LDP for {(ZA,Z.)} with 
p E M~(Z) fixed• [] 
5. Stationary processes with mixing conditions 
X, ~ We begin this section by proving that Theorem 1 applies when { i}i=1 is a stationary 
sequence which satisfies the following mixing condition. 
Assumption (S). For every C < oc there is a nondecreasing sequence f(n) E N with 
~(n) 
- -  < oc (30) 
,=l n(n + 1) 
such that 
(S_ ) : sup{P(A)P(B) - el(mP(A M B) 
• A E ~o~k~, B C ~k,+~(n)~k~+k2+~(n) , I,k2 C 7/+}~<e -cn, 
(S+) • sup{P(A A B) - et(n)p(A)P(B) 
: A E ~'o~k', B C ~k,°-~k~+k2+~(n)+f(n) ,kl,k2 E Z+}~<e -cn, 
where ~a a(Xi : a~ i~b) .  
By verifying that (A-l) holds, we shall arrive at the following conclusion. 
Theorem 4. I f  (S) holds, and Xi c Ml(E) is a stationary sequence, then {Sn(')} 
satisfies the LDP on D[[O, 1],(M+(E),fl)] with the convex good rate function Ioo 
of(7). 
Remark. In Bryc and Dembo (1993, Proposition 1 ) it is shown that if the hypermixing 
condition (H-2) of Dembo and Zeitouni (1993, Section 6.4) holds, so does (S). There- 
fore, (S) holds for every hypercontractive Markov chain (see Bryc and Dembo (1993, 
Lemma 4) for the form of (S) in the Markov setting and Deuschel and Stroock (1989, 
Theorems 5.5.12 and 5.5.17) for the relation between hypercontmctivity and (H-2)). It 
is also shown in Bryc and Dembo (1993, Section 3) that (S) holds under the 0-mixing 
conditions of Bryc (1992, (1.10) and (1.12)), and for stationary processes of hyper- 
exponential a-mixing rate (cf. Bryc and Dembo (1993, Proposition 2)). Consequently, 
Theorem 4 applies for all these processes. 
The proof of Theorem 4 relies on the following adaptation of Bryc's asymptotic value 
method (Bryc (1990, Theorem T.1.3)) to the setting of the product space (M+(E)) m. 
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Proposition 2. Consider an exponentially tight sequence of random variables {Zn = 
(Z 1 .... ,zm)}, taking values in the product space (M+(~)) m (where ~ is a Polish 
m space). Let ff = {g" g(v 1 . . . . .  vm) = ~j=l  9)(v/) , 9 ) E fro}, where 
= • min {~dp idv+c i} ,c iE~,~icCb(~) , l<~i<~d,  dE  ~},  .% {g O(V)= i<;<d 
(31) 
and suppose the following limit exists for all g E ff (possibly as an extended real 
number), 
Am(g) = lim -1 logE[eng,(z,).., en~m~z~)] . (32) 
n ---~ OO n 
Then, {Z,} satisfies the LDP with the good rate function 
Jm(z) = sup{g(z) - Am(y)}. (33) 
gE('~ 
Proof. We follow the exposition of Brye's method in Dembo and Zeitouni (1993, 
Section 4.4). For E a Polish space, M(~) is a locally convex, topological vector space, 
whose topological dual may be identified with Cb(E). Consequently, by Dembo and 
Zeitouni (1993, Proof of Lemma 4.4.8), aJ0 is a well-separating class of continuous 
functions on M+(E), i.e., it separates points, contains the constant functions and is 
closed under finite pointwise minima. Hence, ff separates points in (M+(E)) m. Had 
been well-separating in (M+(~)) m, Proposition 2 follows as a special case of Dembo 
and Zeitouni (1993, Theorem 4.4.10 and Exercise 4.4.14). While ~ is not closed under 
finite pointwise minima, it consists of bounded functions. Thus suffices to establish the 
conclusions of Dembo and Zeitouni (1993, Lemma 4.4.9). Following the proof (and 
notations) of this lemma, since (¢o is well-separating, for every x ~ y E (M+(E)) m 
there exists 9x,y E ff such that gx,y(X)- f (x )  = gx,y(Y)- f (Y )  = 0, gx,y <,M = 
SUPxEr f (x )  and the component functions of g~,y evaluated at x are independent of 
y. Inequality (4.4.11) of Dembo and Zeitouni (1993) holds for gx E ff which is the 
sum of the pointwise minima of the component functions for {gx,y~}j. Moreover, both 
g~(x) = f (x )  and M>~9~, leading to the same conclusions as in Dembo and Zeitouni 
(1993, Lemma 4.4.9). [] 
Proof of Theorem 4. By Theorem 1, it suffices to verify that assumption (A-1) holds 
in the current setup, where ~ -- M+(E). Assuming (S), the LDP for {L,(1)} in 
M 1 (E) with a convex good rate function (and actually even in the stronger z-topology) 
is proved in Bryc and Dembo (1993, Theorem 1). The same proof applies for any 
stationary sequence {Xi} of (Borel) probability measures on Z for which (S) holds, 
showing that {S,(1)} satisfies the LDP with the convex good rate function A*(.) of (5). 
Hence, by the contraction principle, for fixed 1 ~> t > s >~ 0, the sequence {S~(t)-Sn(s)} 
satisfies the LDP in ~ with the convex good rate function 
. 
(cf. the proof of Lemma 9). Consequently, each of the sequences {S,(t) - S,(s)} is 
exponentially tight. Fixing m E N, and 0 = to < tl < .-- < tm~<l, it follows that 
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{Zn = (Sn(tl),Sn(tz) - Sn(tl ) . . . . .  &(tin) - &(tm-l  ))} is an exponentially tight sequence 
of random measures on the product space ~m. We shall prove, via Proposition 2, that 
this sequence satisfies the LDP in ~¢m. To this end, fixing /71 . . . . .  9 m E f#0, it suffices 
to show that the following limit exists 
Am(g)  = lim l logE[en°'(s"(t ')). ,  en'q~(s"(t')-s"(t"-'))] 
n- ' *~ n 
We prove the existence of this limit only for m = 2, the general case then being clear. 
Note that g 1 and g2 are uniformly Lipschitz continuous with respect o ]l" Ilvar on M(E), 
and are both bounded on B0,1 = {v: v 6 M+(Z), v(E)~< 1}. In particular, without loss 
of generality assume that on Bo:, both g I ~<0 and g 2 ~<0, and denote by B a bound on 
the Lipschitz constants of g~ and g 2, which is also large enough so that 
B ~> - min{g I (v), g2(v)} Vv E B0, 1 • 
For convenience we introduce the notations 
j+k 
,On( ' )  = 
i=j+ 1 
and for n, m, : E ~ fixed, define the random variables 
, ~ ~[mtl ]w, n''l, , 
v[(n+m )t2]-[ (n+m )q ] ff[ntz ]-[ntl ] ff[mt2]-[mtl ] 
VI = O[(n+m)tl] , V2 = O[ntl]+[mtt]+2:' V3 = O[mt~]+[nt2]+3:" 
Observe that 
and 
]IWI - W2 - W3Hvar~2:, 
[IV1 - V2 - V3[lvar ~<6:. 
Noting that for all n>~k the random variables (1/n)S] take values in B0,1, by the 
concavity and Lipschitz continuity of 91 and g 2, we have 
(n + m)gln+m(W1)>~ngln(W2 ) + mgtm(W3) - 2B: ,  
and 
(n + m)g2+m(V1 )~ng2(V2) + mg2(V3) - 6B: .  
Hence, defining 
p(n ) = -logE[en(O~"~s~"'~)+g2"~sl~l-t""l))], 
we may write 
1 2 p(n + m) = - log E[e (n+m)°"+-(W')+(n+m)on+rn(Vt)] 
<~ 8B: - logE[eng~"(rV2)e'n°~(W3)en°2"(Vz)emgZ~fv3)]. 
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In Bryc and Dembo (1993, Lemma 1) it is shown that (S_) and (S+) apply with the 
expectation of random variables of range [0, 1] replacing the indicator functions of the 
sets A and B. Hence, choosing # = ((n + m) corresponding to C = (2B + 1) in (S), 
1 W 2 ~f since 9~(W2), gin( 3), 9 . (2) ,  and 92m(V3) are all in I-B,0], we get by applying (S_) 
three times that 
E[e.~'.(m2)emy~(W3)e.O. ~(v2)emo2(V3)] 
- log E[eng~(w 2 )]E[emgk(w3 )]E[eno2 (v2)]E[emg~(v3 )] 
~<3# - log(1 - e-("+m)(1 + e F + e2~))<-~4#, 
where by (30) the rightmost inequality applies for all n + m large enough. Therefore, 
p(n + m) <% (8B + 4)# - logE[e "°'.(w2)] - logE[e mg'.(w3)] 
- log E[e no2.(v2)] _ log E [e m°~( v3)], 
Note that by stationarity of {X/}, the law of S} does not depend on j, and in particular 
E [e ng"~(w2)]E[emo~(w3 )]E[eng2.(v2)]E[em02~(v3)] 
= E[ena1(Z~)]E[emf(<)]E[enOZ(22.)]E[emO2(22.) ] , 
where 
~2 
Z. 1 .~[nt2]--[ntl] 
n ~[ntt ]+{ 
~2 
(and Z m is defined analogously). Now using (S+), first on the first and the third terms 
and then on the second and the fourth terms in the right side of the preceding identity, 
it follows that 
I I 2 ~2 1 I 2 ~2 
_ logE[eng (z~)]E[enq (z.)] _ logE[emO (z.)]E[emg (z.)] 
~<2(2B + 2)( + p(n) + p(m). 
Combining the preceding two inequalities we have for all n, m E 
p(n + m)<~p(n) + p(m) + C'((n + m) , 
for some constant C' < cx~. Since ((.) E ~ is a nondecreasing sequence satisfying 
(30), it follows by Hammersley (1962, Theorem 2) that Az(g) -- limn-~o~ p(n)/n exists. 
The LDP for {Z.} follows as 91,O z E (#o are arbitrary. 
Examining the preceding proof we see that 
A2(g) lim 1 . "z' = - log(E[e a ~ .)]E[eng2(z.~)]). 
. ---~ oo n 
It is easy to verify that similar expressions apply for all m/>2, i.e., for gi c (~o the 
limit Am(9) may be written as 
m 
Am(g) = Z A(gi' ti, ti-I ), (34) 
i= l  
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where t0=0and for al lgEf#0, l~>t >s~>0, 
A(g,t,s) = lim 1 logE[e,O(s,(t)_s.(~)) ] 
n ---* o¢) n 
Hence, specializing Proposition 2 to m = 1, and recalling the uniqueness of the rate 
function governing the LDP of {Sn(t)-S~(s)} (see Dembo and Zeitouni (1993, Lemma 
4.1.4)), the following identity holds for all 1 ~>t > s~>0 and all y E ~, 
(y) sup {g(y ) -  A(g,t,s)} = (t - s)A* ~-  s " 
gE.~0 
Combining this observation with (34), yields the expression 
Jm(Z) = }-~(ti -- ti-1 )A* 
i=1 ti -~- -ti-I ' 
for the good rate function of Proposition 2, thus verifying that (A-l) holds. [] 
We shall need the following mixing condition in proving the LDP of the sequence 
{S,(.)} when X/ take values in a separable Banach space (Sf, I1" II) and is unbounded. 
Assumption 0t-1). There are C, E < ~ and ~ >1 l such that for k > 1 and all i <~ k 
if Wi are real valued, bounded o~i-measurable and al <<.bl <<.52 <_ ...  are such that 
ai+l -- bi >~ then 
E IW, I ~CkI~(E IWi l~)  ~/~ , (35) 
i=l  i=1 
Remark. Assumption (H-l) is a weaker version of the hypermixing condition (H- 
1) Chiyonobu and Kusuoka (1988), and in particular both (S) and (H-l) hold for 
hypercontractive Markov chains, and for all if-mixing processes. It is not hard to check 
that (S) and (H-1) also hold for all centered, ~d-valued, stationary Gaussian processes 
satisfying the conditions of Chiyonobu and Kusuoka (1988, Theorem 5.18). 
Theorem 5. Suppose that the stationary sequence {Xi}, taking values in a sepa- 
rable Banach space ( f , l [ "  II), satisfies the mixing conditions (S) and (H-l)  and 
E(exp(711Xll) < ~ for all 7 E ~. Then, the sequence {Sn(. )} satisfies the LDP on 
D[[0, 1], (~, I1' II)] with the convex good rate function l~(x( .  )) of (18). 
Remark. For example, Theorem 5 relaxes Bryc (1992, Condition (1.13)), under which 
the LDP for {S~(1)} is proved in Bryc (1992, Theorem 2). 
Proof of Theorems. By assumption, (S) holds and {X/} is stationary, hence it follows 
by Theorem 4 that {L~(.)} satisfies the LDP in D[[0, 1],(M+(Y'),fl)] with the convex 
good rate function l~(v(.))  of (7). Let g(7) = logE(exPYllXII), and define f ( r )  = 
(27E) -l supper {Tr - g(7)} where ~,( are as in (H-l). By assumption, g(7) < ~x~ for 
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all 7, hence f :  [0,c~) ~ [0,oo) is lower semicontinuous and l imr~ f ( r ) / r  = c~ (cf. 
Dembo and Zeitouni (1993, Lemma 2.2.20)). By H61der's inequality and stationarity 
where k = [n/( 7. Since E[exp(~{f([lXl[))] ~<4 (see Dembo and Zeitouni (1993, in- 
equality (5.1.16))), by monotone convergence inequality (35) applies to the nonnega- 
tive, ~-integrable IV,. = exp(( f ( l l~l l ) ) ,  and hence 
E exp f([[~]]) <~ C k H E[exp(ot{ f([IXi~[l))]l/~ <~ Ck4 k/~ . 
i=1 i=1 
Therefore, (23) holds and the proof is completed by applying Proposition 1 followed 
by Theorem 2. [] 
6. Applications 
In this section we present wo applications which motivate the results of the preced- 
ing sections. 
Suppose the sequence {Yi} of random variables takes values in a Polish space E 
and the cost function f : E ~ [~ is bounded and Lipschitz continuous. Define 
{k / k*(L,) = min{[nt] • ( f ,L , ( t ) )  > 1} = rain k" ~-'~f(Yi) > n , 
i=1 
with k* = ~ if supk ~--~.ik=l f(Yi)<~n. For fixed n, we sample from the sequence {Yi}, 
collecting up to and including the sample for which the total sampling cost first exceeds 
the amount n, namely the k*(Ln)th sample. We prove below the LDP for the empirical 
measures {( 1/k* ) ~'~__* i 6r, } and exhibit the corresponding rate function, where, adopt- 
ing a slightly more general setup, we assume that (A-l) and hence the conclusions of 
Theorem 1 hold for each interval [0,k], k > 0 (for example, Theorems 3 and 4 can 
be easily shown to hold for [0,k] paraphrasing the proof we presented for k = 1 and 
without changing the assumptions). Thus, the sequence {Sn(.)} satisfies the LDP in 
D[[0, k], (M+(~]), fl)] with the good rate function 
{/0 I~(v)  = A*(f)dt if v E dCgo, 
c~ otherwise. 
We also define t* :D[[O,e~),(M+(E),fl)] ~ [0,c~] via 
t*(v) = inf{t : ( f ,v( t ) )  > 1}, 
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with t*(v) = c~ if suPt(f,v(t))~< 1. We shall omit the argument of t* if no confusion 
arises. Note that for every integer k and all ~ < 0 
P(t*(Sn) > k)<~P((f, Sn(k))<~l) =P (f, Xi)<~n 
~< e-V,E[eY~, °k,/:,l,x~> ]. 
Hence, 
lim sup 1 logP(t*(S~) 
rt ----~ oo n 
> k)<<. - 7 +kA(7f) .  
Thus, if infr<0 A(9,f) < 0, then 
lim limsup 1 logP(t*(Sn) > k) = -co, 
k----~oo n----~oo iv/ 
and in particular, sup, t*(Sn) < c~ almost surely. 
(36) 
Proposition 3. I f  inf,<0 A(?f) < O, then {[1/t*(Sn)]S,(t*(Sn))} satisfies the LDP 
on (Ml(E),f l) with good rate function 
7~-~vA (v) if f fdv > O, 
I I (V )  
oo otherwise. 
Remark. (a) Specializing to Xi = 6r, we see that k*(L,) = nt*(Sn). Thus, Proposition 
3 yields the LDP on MI(E) for {I/k* ~--' l  fir,} with good rate function ll(.). 
(b) Similar to Proposition 3, one can show that {Sn(t*(Sn))} satisfies the LDP on 
(M+(E), t )  with good rate function 
12(v)={ v(~)A*(&)O0 otherwise,ifffdv=l' 
and conclude that with X /= 6~ the same LDP applies for {(1/n)~ik'=a fir,}. 
(c) If info¢• f (a )  > 0, then inf,<0 A(Tf) < 0, and Proposition 3 applies. For 
many of the processes considered in Sections 4 and 5, infr<0A(~f) < 0 as soon 
as E[(f, Xi)] > 0 allowing for a possibly zero or even negative sample cost. For 
example, this is the case whenever (H-l) holds with C = 1 (cf. Dembo and Zeitouni 
(1993, (6.4.16))), and for X /= 6r, with Yi Markov dependent, when there are m E N, 
C < (x~ and v E MI(E) such that C-lv(dy)<~nm(tr, dy)<~Cv(dy) for all tr E E (cf. 
Iscoe et al. (1985)). 
(d) For Xi = fir, with Y/ Markov dependent, he rate functions I1(') and 12(.) can 
be made more explicit by identifying A* with I(.) of (27). 
Proof of Proposition 3. First note that almost surely, 1/llfll~ <~t*(Sn) < c~. In addi- 
tion 
t*(Sn) - 1 <~t.(~n)<~t.(Sn) ' 
n 
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implying that {(1/t*(Sn))Sn(t*(Sn))} is exponentially equivalent to {(1/t*(Sn))S,(t* 
(S,))}. Therefore, we need only prove the proposition for the latter sequence. 
Defining C k -- Co[[O,k],M+(E)] N {v:t*(v)<<,k}, we start with the large deviations 
upper bound, fixing a closed set F C M+(E), and noting that, by (36) 
limsup 1 logP(  1~ S,(t*(Sn))EF) 
. _~ n \ t*(S.) 
= limk~limsupln~ n I °gP({S" ( ' )ECk}M{~S~(t* (Sn) )EF})  
~< - inf inf l~(v). (37) 
k>0 vEcl(vECk: t2~-v(t* )CF) 
Fix now k > 0 and v E cl(v E C k : (1/t*)v(t*) E F). Then, there exist v,, E 
Co[[O,k],M+(E)] such that d~(vm, v) ~ 0 and (1/tm)Vm(tm) E F for tm= t*(Vm)<~k. 
Since tm>~a = 1/Nf[l~, passing to a subsequence, tm~ to for some to E [a,k]. Then, 
fl(Vm(tm),V(to)) ~ 0 (by the continuity of v), implying that 
(f,v(to)) = lim (f, Vm(tm))= 1. 
m ---+ oc~ 
Moreover, 
fl (%/)(t0), %Vm(trn)~ <a-2lt0 -- tm[V(to)(~) q-a-' fl(l:(to),Vm(lm) ) , 
\ to tm J 
and thus (1/to)v(to) E F. In conclusion, by (13), 
I~(v)>~toA* (~oV(to)) =ll (~V(to)) >~ inf 
With this inequality holding for all k > 0 and every v E cl(v E C k : (1/t*)v(t*) E F), 
the large deviations upper bound follows from (37). 
For the large deviations lower bound, fix # E MI(E) with 11(#) < ~,  and G an 
open neighborhood of #. Setting r = 1/(f, lt), and k > 2r we clearly have 
lim inf ! logP  (1Sn( t* )E  G) 
~>liminf,~ -nl Iog P ( { S,(. ) E Ck } n {1S , (  t* ) E G } ) 
/> - inf I~(v). 
vEint(t'ECk: tl-~v(t * )CG) 
Recall that there exists p E MI(E) such that A*(p) = 0 (since A*(.) is a good rate 
function governing the LDP), and for 0 < e < 1 define 
v': = ~" t# 0~<t~<(1 + e)r, 
L ( l+e) r /a+( t - ( l+e)z )p  (l+e)z<<.t<~k. 
Note that (1/t*(v~))v~'(t*(v~)) = # and l~(v ~) = (1 +e)ll(#). Hence, considering e "% 0, 
it suffices to prove that for all e, the set {9 E C k : (1/t*)v(t*) E G} contains a d~-ball 
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around v c in order to complete the proof of the lower bound. To this end, fix e > 0 
and 3 < min{(1 - e)zfo, e/b}, where b = [If IlL + I[f[[oo and 60 > 0 is such that 
{v: f l (v ,p )  < 60}cG. Now, i fdoo(u,v ~) < 6, then we have for all 0~<(1 +e)  
[ ( f  ,u(Or)) - OI = [( f  ,u(Oz) - v':(0z))l <~b fl(u(OT),v*(OT))<~bdo~(u,v ~) < b6 . 
Consequently, I t * (u ) -  r[ < b6r, implying that 
= (u)), (t (u))) < < 60. 
By the definition of 60, we have (1/t*(u))u(t*(u)) E G for every u E Co[[O,k],M+(E)] 
such that d~(u,  v ~') < 6, as required. 
Finally, if A*( la )4a( f ,  la), it follows that (f,/~)>/ -A (T f ) / ( c t -  ~) for all ), < 0. 
Hence, by the hypothesis of the proposition, (f,/a) > 0, implying that 
{k~:I i (~)~<a}={p: sup [ (g -a f ,  l t) -A(g)]~<0}, 
gECb(E) 
is a closed set. Moreover, this set is contained in the compact set {# : A*(#)~< al]f[J~ }, 
implying that I1 (.) is a good rate function. [] 
For our second application we consider the real valued random variables {X/}i~ l 
and define the sequence {W/}i~=I by 
W0=0, 
Wk = max{O, Xk,Xk + Xk-1 . . . . .  Xk +. . .  +)(1} . 
This sequence arises naturally in the study of the waiting time of customers at a single 
server queue. More specifically, suppose customer 0 arrives at an initially empty queue 
at time 0 and customer k arrives at time A1 + A: + ..- + Ak, with {Ai} the random 
interarrival times. Denoting by Bk the (possibly random) service time of customer k -  l, 
and setting Xk = Bk - Ak, the waiting time of customer k before receiving service 
is Wk. 
For fixed a > 0 we consider the distribution Q, of (W,(') IWn(1) > a), where 
IV,(.) = (1/n)W[,.]. In our queuing application, studying Q, corresponds to asking how 
large delays build up in the queue (see Ananthram (1989) where the case of Xk i.i.d. 
is analyzed using Varadhan's LDP, and the queuing motivation is detailed). 
Proposition 4. Suppose that the sequence {X~.} satisfies (A- l )  and (A-2) for  YE = ~. 
Moreover, suppose that A*(x) > 0 for  all x ~ a with ~ < O, that for  6 > 0 small 
enough A*(6) < oo and A*(.) is strictly convex on {x : x>>.xo - 6, A*(x) < oo}, 
where xo = argminy>oA*(y)/y. I f  A* (a+6)  < oo for  some 6 > 0 then Q, converges 
in law on D[[0, 1],(~, I • I)] to 6qo, where 
0 O~<t~<l - f l ,  
q~(t) = ~( t -  (1 - fl)) 1-f l~<t~<l, 
and fl = min{a/xo, 1}. 
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Remark. Recall that (A-2) implies A(2) < cx~ for all 2, hence A*(x)/x ~ ~ as 
x ~ c~ resulting with x0 well defined and ~ finite. If A(.) is differentiable verywhere 
and A'(0) = ~ < 0, then by Rockafellar (1970, Theorem 26.3), A*(x) > 0 for all 
x ¢ ct and A*(-) is strictly convex throughout i s effective domain. For example, all the 
conditions of  Proposition 4 are satisfied if Y~ are the states of  Markov chain for which 
there are m E N, C < cx~ and v E M l (E )  such that C-lv(dy)~rcm(a, dy)~Cv(dy)  
for all cr E E and (M-2) holds for Xk = f (Yk)  with E[X] < 0 and P(X > O) > 0 
(cf. Iscoe et al. (1985, Lemma 3.4) for the differentiability of A(.)). 
Proof of Proposition 4. Define the map ~ • b[[0, 1],(R, I '  I)] ~ D[[0, 1],(~, I" I)] by 
~P(4))(t) = 4) ( t ) -  inf 4)(s). 
0~<s~<t 
Note that 7 s is continuous and satisfies 7s(S~) = W,. Hence, Q, = P,, o 7 s- I  , with P, 
denoting the distribution of  (S,(.)I&(1) - info.<,vi &(s) > a). Setting 
¢(t 0~<t~<l - fi, 
po(t) = ~(1 - fl) + f lU -  (1 - fl)) 1 - fl~t<<. 1 
(with qa = tP(Pa)), it thus suffices to show that for all ($ > 0, P,(B(pa,6) c) ---+ 0 as 
n -+ oo, where B(pa, 6) = {4) " ]]4)-Pailo0 < 6}. Let F = {4)" 4)(1)-inf0,<~..<l 4)(s) > 
a}. By the LDP of Theorem 2 it suffices to verify that for all ($ > 0 fixed, 
inf Io0(4)) > inf [o0(4)), 
OE FMB( pa,a)~ CE V ° 
with loo(') as in (18), for then l imsup,~o0(l ln) logP,,(B(pa,6) ~) < 0. Note that F is 
an open set, and by (13) 
f l  
inf loo(4)) ~> inf inf A*(4)(t))dt 
d~E F sE(O,1],x > a ¢~¢,~> o - s  
q$( 1 )=x+(a( I - s  )=x+inf,6 [o, II 4~(t ) 
(;) ~> inf sA* x = inf x , 
sE(O,I],x>a y>~x>a y 
with equality for 4)(t) -- st when t ~< ( 1 - x/y) and 4)(t) - 4)( 1 - x/y)  = y(t - ( 1 - x/y))  
otherwise. Hence, by our assumptions on A*(.) 
in f lo0(4))= inf x - -  - -a  inf --f lA* ---loo(pa) < c~. 
(act y>x>a y y>a y 
Next, since the rate function is good and B(pa,6) c is closed, it suffices to check 
that Io0(4)) > loo(pa) for each 4) E F such that 114)- pall/>($. Since, F = {4) • 
4 ) (1 ) -  in f0~l  4)(s)>ja}, our assumptions on A*(.) imply that Io0(4))>...Io0(p~) for 
all 4) E F with strict inequality for 4) ~ Pa. [] 
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Appendix 
Recall that, for E a Polish space, the topology of weak convergence in MI(E) is 
homeomorphic to the metric topology induced by 
fl(#,v)=sup{ fz fd l~-  f fdv " f  ECb(E),llfI]oo+HfUL<<.l}, 
where HfIIL = SUpx~y If(x)- f(y)[/d(x, y). It is well known that (MI(E), fl) is then a 
Polish space (for example, see Dudley (1989, Proposition 11.3.2, Theorem 11.3.3 and 
Corollary 11.5.5)). The following easy extension of this property to M+(E) is useful 
for dealing with uniform in t convergence of maps # : [0, 1] ~ M+(E). 
Lemma A.1. For E a Polish space, (M+(E),fl) is also a Polish space and the metric 
topology induced on M+(E) by fl(.,.) is homeomorphic to the topology of weak 
convergence in M+(E). 
Proof. It is easy to check that fl(., .) satisfies the triangle inequality in M+(E). Note 
that fl(P,Q)>~ Ie(~) - Q(~)I. Hence, if fl(P,Q) = 0, then in particular P(E)  = Q(E), 
and since ~(aP, aQ) = a~(P,Q) for all a~>0 while /~ is a metric on Me(E), we see 
that/~ is also a metric on M+(E). Note that for all P,Q E Me(E) and all a,b>~O, 
[~(aP, bQ) - b~(P, Q)I ~< ~(aP, bP) = la - b[, (A. 1 ) 
with equality for b = 0. Thus, with {Pn} a countable dense subset of (MI(Z),fl), 
the countable set {(k/m)Pn : k~>0, m E ~} is a dense subset of (M+(Z),fl). For any 
Cauchy sequence {P,} in (M+(E),/~), an = Pn(E) is a Cauchy sequence in [0,c~), 
hence possesses a limit, say b. If b = 0, then fl(Pn, 0) ~ 0 "by (A. 1). If b ¢ 0, then 
an >>.b/2 for all n large enough, implying by (A.1) that {P,/an} is a Cauchy sequence 
in the complete space (M1(E), fl). With Q denoting the limit of Pn/an, it easily follows 
from (A. 1) that fl(P,, bQ) --* O. Finally, since fl(P, 0) = P(Z), it follows that the metric 
topology of (M+(E),fl) and the weak topology of M+(E) have the same local base 
at 0. By scaling, it suffices now to consider the local bases around an arbitrary Q E 
MI(E). These local bases are identical if for all fe . . . . .  fN  E Cb(Y]), Oe,...,ON > 0, 
and some e > 0 
< e~ f~f idP - j ( z f idQ < Oi, i= 1 ..... N. (A.2) fl(P,Q) 
whereas for all e > 0 and some fe . . . . .  fN E Cb(~),01 .. . . .  ON > 0, 
f f idP -  f fidQ < Oi, i= l  . . . . .  N =~ ~(P,Q) < ~. (A.3) 
J~ J~ 
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Note that fl(P, Q) < e implies that IP(E) - 1] < E and fl(P/P(E), Q) < e. Taking ~ > 0 
such that 
13 E MI(E),fl(13,Q) < d ~ fE f icb6- fEf idQ < hi~2, /=1  . . . . .  N ,  
and setting e = (minN=l Oi/llfi[!~ A g)/2 it follows that (A.2) holds. To establish (A.3), 
fix e > 0 and let f i  - s  and 6i > 0 be such that, 
.f~fid13- ~ fidQ <~i ,  i=1  . . . . .  N-  l,13 E Ml(E)=~" fl(13, Q) <el2.  
Let fu  be the constant 1, 3i = 3i/2 and ~U = (minUf 1 3dllfi[Ioo A e)/2. Then, (A.3) 
follows since fl(P,Q)<~fl(P/P(E),Q)+ IP(E)-  1[. [] 
We shall rely on the following general lemma when deducing exponential tightness 
for laws of continuous processes equipped with the topology of uniform convergence. 
Lemma A.2. Let (£r,d) be a Polish space and ~ denote the Polish space of cont&u- 
ous functions from [0, 1] to ~Y equipped with the metric doo(f,g) = suP04t~< 1 d(f(t), 
g(t)). A sequence of probability measures {Pi}~I on ~ is exponentially tight if." 
(a) For each rational t, the sequence {#i(t)} of laws induced by the projection 
f( . )  ~ f ( t )  : ~ ~ X is exponentially tight in ( f ,d).  
(b) There exist no < oo such that for all p > 0 
sup 1 logpn({f : wf(6)>/p}) = -c<~, lim 
3---*0 n/> no n 
where for each f E ~l, and all 6 > 0 
wf(3)= sup d(f(t) , f (s)) ,  
It-sl < 
denotes the modulus of continuity of f .  
Proof .  Fix e > 0. Without loss of generality consider #n only for n ~>n0. Taking 
Pt = 1/l note that there exist fit ~ 0 such that 
I tn({f : wf(31)<~pl})~ l --~n2-(l+l) " 
Fix m E N. Since {~i(k/m)} are  exponentially tight for k = 0 . . . . .  m, there exist 
compact K~' C 5f such that for all n, 
/ l , ({ f  : f(k/m) E K~, k = 0 . . . . .  m})~> 1 - enz-(m+l). 
We let 
K = N{f :  wf(3l)<~pt} { f ' f (k /m)  C K'~,k = 0 ..... m}. 
l -1  m=l  
By the Arzelg-Ascoli theorem (see Bourbaki (1987, Theorem X.2.2, Corollary 2)), 
K is compact, and by the union bound we also have that ~n(K)~> 1 -en  for all 
n ~>no. []  
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